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Abstract

Previous studies have shown that four experimental runs, where both temperature T and gradient time t are varied, can beG

used for the reliable prediction of separation as a function of these two variables (two-dimensional optimization). Computer
simulation (e.g., DryLab) can then be used to predict ‘‘optimized’’ conditions for maximum sample resolution using either
isocratic or gradient elution. Samples that contain a large number of components (e.g., n.15–20) present a greater
challenge. Resolution for these more complex samples is often quite sensitive to small changes in T or t , in turn requiringG

greater accuracy in predictions that result from computer simulation. In the present study of several samples, we have
examined computer simulation errors that can arise from inexact expressions for retention time as a function of T, t orG

isocratic %B. Resulting conclusions are applicable to both complex and simpler samples, in either one- or two-dimensional
optimization. Means to anticipate and minimize the impact of these predictive errors are examined.  1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Optimization; Temperature effects; Gradient elution; Computer simulation; Mobile phase composition; Retention
times

1. Introduction and flow-rate, if four experiments are first carried out
for temperatures T and T and gradient times t1 2 G1

Previous work [1–3] has shown that reversed- and t (column size, flow-rate and other conditionsG2

phase liquid chromatographic separation can be fixed). Other studies [4,5] suggest that the simulta-
predicted as a function of temperature T, gradient neous variation of T and t [two-dimensional (2D)G

time t (and other gradient conditions), column size optimization] generally results in significant changesG

in sample selectivity, as a result of which a majority
*Corresponding author. of samples with n,20 can be adequately separated
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[2,3,6–8]. The convenient selection of ‘‘best’’ values A primary goal of the present study was the
of T, t , and other conditions is made possible by the evaluation and possible control or correction ofG

use of computer simulation [2,3,6–8], which can various errors that can arise during computer simula-
provide maps of resolution R as a function of T and tion, when the initial input runs involve change in Ts

t (Fig. 1). and/or t . Similar errors are found in other applica-G G

Fig. 1a shows a resolution map for the separation tions of computer simulation which assume some
of a mixture of eight substituted benzoic acids as a relationship for the dependence of chromatographic
function of T and t , while Fig. 1b shows a similar retention on experimental conditions (e.g. [14–16]),G

map for the separation of a mixture of 40 toxicology so that conclusions reached in the present study
standards. For the eight-component sample of Fig. should be widely applicable. Preceding papers (Part I
1a, maximum resolution (65%) as indicated by the [17], Part II [18]) have addressed other issues related
white region of the map extends over a considerable to the challenge of separating complex samples.
range in T (648C) and t (65 min). Thus, if theG

prediction of optimum conditions of T and t for thisG

sample were in error by a few degrees and/or a few 2. Background and theory
minutes, the resulting separation would not be sig-
nificantly compromised. In the case of the 40-com- 2.1. Errors in retention time and resolution
ponent sample of Fig. 1b, the white region for
maximum R (t 530 min, 408C) is limited to as G The basis of computer simulation for optimizing T
fraction of a 8C and a fraction of a minute. In this and t has been discussed [1]. In the 2D optimizationGcase, errors of a few minutes or degrees in the of T and t , experimental retention times t for eachG Rpredicted optimum values of T and/or t wouldG sample component of interest are first obtained from
result in much reduced sample resolution. Fig. 1 four linear-gradient chromatograms. Computer simu-
appears representative of other reported separations lation can then be used to predict t , bandwidth WR[2,3], and we conclude that ‘‘complex’’ samples and resolution R for other experimental conditions,scontaining, e.g., .15–20 components will generally including changes in T, t , initial and final %B in theGrequire (a) more accurate predictions when computer gradient, gradient shape, column dimensions, particle
simulation is used and (b) a more careful control of size and flow-rate [1,11,16], as well as corresponding
separation conditions. isocratic separations where %B is varied instead of

Previous comparisons of computer simulation t . Errors in predicted values of t can arise fromG R(varying T and/or t , as in Fig. 1) versus confirmat-G various causes, as summarized in Table 1 and
ory experimental separations suggest that these pre- discussed below. Previous discussions of such errors
dictions can be reasonably accurate [1–3,9,10]. [10,12,13,19–21] have emphasized predicted values
However, no systematic study has been carried out of t however, errors in retention-time differencesR;on the accuracy of these gradient predictions as a Dt for adjacent bands i and j are of greater concern,Rfunction of conditions (T, t , column size, flow-rate)G because Dt values directly affect predicted values ofRfor the input runs versus conditions for predicted resolution R (as in Fig. 1).sruns. The linear-solvent-strength (LSS) model [11] The LSS model used for DryLab simulations
upon which DryLab computer simulation software is assumes for isocratic reversed-phase retention that
based also allows the prediction of isocratic sepa-

log k 5 log k 2 Sw (1)ration from two gradient runs where only t is wG

varied. Various errors can be introduced in these where w [equal to 0.01(%B)] is the volume fraction
isocratic predictions [12,13], and such errors will be of the B solvent, k is the (extrapolated) value of kwmore important for complex samples. Finally, no for water as mobile phase (w 50), and S is a constant
systematic attention has been given to computer for the solute (conditions other than w held constant).
simulation errors that result when T is varied (e.g., Similarly, for varying temperature,
molecules of varying shape, as well as occasional
‘‘outliers’’ noted in [1]). log k 5 A 1 B /T (2)K
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Fig. 1. Resolution maps: R versus temperature T and gradient time t . (a) Substituted benzoic acid sample; (b) toxicology-standardss G

sample. Reprinted with permission from [2]; see [2] for experimental conditions.
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Table 1
Possible contributions to error in predictions of retention time t by means of computer simulationR

Error source Ref. Comment

HPLC equipment [12] Gradient dispersion, flow-rate inaccuracy, and errors in
gradient formation

Random variations [10,13] Changes in column retention, variability of conditions
in separation in separation

Solvent demixing [13] Mobile phase changes its composition due to preferential
uptake by the column of the organic solvent

Failure of model [1,13], Plots of log k versus w or t versus T generally show slightR

equations [21] curvature

where A and B are constants for a given solute when age error ddw 5 0.002 (with error in R # 0.4) mays

other conditions are constant; T is temperature in K. be tolerable.K

In the case of gradient elution, retention time t canR

be derived (with certain assumptions) as (1) 2.2. Individual error sources of Table 1

t 5 A9 1 B9 /T (3) Equipment-related errors can arise from inaccu-R K

rate performance of the gradient equipment, disper-
However, actual values of t appear to be describedR sion (‘‘rounding’’) of the gradient as it passes
more accurately [1] by the empirical relationship through the HPLC system, and errors in flow-rate

that result from inadequate compensation for mobilet 5 A0 1 B0 T (4)R
phase compressibility or other causes. The contribu-
tion of the equipment to errors in t can be sys-which is the basis of computer simulations carried R

tematically reduced in various ways [12,22].out with DryLab software (here and later, T is in
Random variations in separation can arise from8C). Quantities A9, B9, A0 and B0 are constants for a

unanticipated fluctuations in separation conditionsgiven solute (other conditions constant).
(temperature, flow-rate, mobile phase composition),Errors in predicted values of t or D t can beR R

along with changes over time in column retentionexpressed in various ways; e.g., errors in k or a. We
characteristics (e.g., from a loss of bonded phase,have found it advantageous to define these errors in
column contamination by sample, etc.). The presentterms of an equivalent change (or error) dw in the
study found a random error of ddw ¯ 0.0003–0.0005volume-fraction of the B solvent w for the predicted
for each of three different samples, each separated inseparation. That is, a predicted value of t for aR

different laboratories; i.e., well below the acceptablemobile phase composition (w 2 dw) will equal the
total error of ddw 5 0.001–0.002.correct experimental value of t for a mobile phaseR

Solvent demixing refers to changes in the mobilecomposition w.
phase during gradient elution, as a result of aLikewise, errors in Dt for adjacent peaks i and j,R

preferential uptake by the column of the organicas a result of errors in individual values of t , can beR

solvent (‘‘B solvent’’). The mobile phase composi-expressed as ddw 5 (dw) 2 (dw) . Appendix A dis-j i

tion w during the separation will generally lag thecusses these errors dw and ddw in more detail and
value calculated from the gradient program [13],extends their application to both gradient and iso-
leading to positive errors dw. Values of dw due tocratic elution. It is shown in Appendix A that for
solvent demixing are generally small (,0.01) andboth isocratic and gradient elution, an error ddw 5

can be reduced further by appropriate experimental0.001 typically corresponds to an average error in
conditions [13].resolution of about 0.2 units, which for complex

Preceding errors dw can be minimized to somesamples we regard as an acceptable average error.
extent by attention to experimental conditions andFor less complex (more common) samples, an aver-
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procedures. These errors are in most cases also water mobile phases. Johnson et al. [24] analyzed
similar for adjacent peaks i and j and therefore plots of log k versus w for several hundred studies
largely cancel; consequently, these errors are ex- from the literature (methanol and acetonitrile as B
pected to have only a minor effect on values of ddw. solvents) and concluded that the data were better fit
The remaining discussion is aimed primarily at (versus Eq. (1)) by
retention errors that arise from a failure of the model

log k 5 a9 1 b9E (30) (5)Tequations used for computer simulation (Eqs. (1),
(2), (4)). Also discussed are errors introduced when

E (30) is a solvatochromic parameter that yieldsTgradient retention data are used to predict isocratic
concave curves when plotted versus w for different Bretention times.
solvents; a9 and b9 are constants for a given solute
and solvent. A re-examination [23] of results from2.3. Errors that result from non-linear plots of log
[24] found that Eq. (5) gives an improved fit tok versus %B
experimental data for acetonitrile as B solvent (i.e.,
curved plots of log k versus w), but Eq. (1) appearsIsocratic elution. Eq. (1) is commonly used as an
more reliable for methanol as solvent (i.e., moreapproximation for isocratic retention k as a function
nearly linear plots of log k versus w). Other workersof %B (or w) in reversed-phase systems [23]. How-
have proposed a 3-parameter fitting equation [25]:ever, a number of studies have shown that plots of

2log k versus w can be noticably concave, rather than log k 5 A 1 Bw 1 Cw (6)
linear, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for five dialkylphtha-
lates separated on a C column with acetonitrile / Since E (30) for acetonitrile (ACN) as B solvent can8 T

Fig. 2. Log k versus %B for alkylphthalate sample. C , dimethyl phthalate; C . diethyl; C , diallyl; C , dibutyl; C , dipentyl. Data from1 2 3 4 5

[12], recalculated for k 5 (t 2 t ) /t . Conditions: water (A) and acetonitrile (B) mixtures as mobile phase; 358C; 2530.46 cm column; 2.0R o o

ml /min; see Section 3 for other details.
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be represented (60.1 unit, 1 SD) over the range exhibit curved plots of log k versus w (i.e., isocratic
0 , w , 0.8 by separation). It is assumed in this example that two

experimental runs were carried out for w 5 0.45 and
2 0.55 (closed circles), and these data are then used toE (30) 5 63.1 2 18.1w 1 10.3w (7)T

determine the coefficients of Eq. (1). Predictions
based on Eq. (1) are illustrated in Fig. 3 by thesystems (with ACN as B solvent) that are described
straight (dashed) line through the experimental databy Eq. (5) will be described equally well by Eq. (6).
points. For estimation of k at w 5 0.5, the dashedWhen only %B or t is varied, computer simula-G

curve is seen to predict a value of k that is too largetion based on Eq. (1) (two experimental input runs,
relative to the experimental value (open circle). ThisDryLab software) has proven generally reliable as a
error in k can also be described in terms of an errorbasis for predictions of retention and resolution as a
dw 5 0.015, corresponding to the difference in wfunction of isocratic %B or gradient time; e.g., see
values for the correct value of k 5 1.7. Predictions of20 studies cited in pp. 157–160 of Ref. [11].
retention for conditions intermediate between the twoHowever, this is less likely to be true for the case of
experimental (input) runs (w 5 0.45 and 0.55 in Fig.(a) complex samples, (b) simultaneous changes in T
3) will be referred to as interpolations; for suchand t or (c) N410 000 [e.g., for capillary electro-G,

predictions, values of dw are usually positive. Forchromatography (CEC); see Appendix A]. Curvature
predictions outside the range covered by experimen-of log k versus w plots (and resulting errors in
tal runs (extrapolations), errors in dw are usuallypredicted t values) can also be more pronouncedR

negative, as illustrated in Fig. 3 for mobile phasewhen w is either small (w , 0.3) or large (w . 0.7),
compositions of w 5 0.43 and 0.57 (open circles).e.g., see Fig. 1 of [23].
Extrapolative errors are also potentially larger thanFig. 3 illustrates the origin of predictive errors that
are interpolative errors.can arise when Eq. (1) is applied to samples which

Fig. 3. Prediction of retention from Eq. (1) for hypothetical solute. See text for details.
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Temperature. Plots of gradient retention t versus sponding’’ conditions) plotted on the same graphR

T are often slightly concave, representing a modest should fall on a single curve that can be approxi-
failure of Eq. (4) (see later discussion). This can lead mated by Eq. (1); see experimental examples in Fig.
to small errors dw, comparable to those when w is 3 of [11]). Thus, when using gradient input data to
varied as in Fig. 3 (in a small number of cases predict isocratic retention, values of k* versus w*
summarized in [1], larger deviations from Eq. (4) derived from the gradient runs (for varying t ) canG

were observed). Deviations from Eq. (2) for isocratic be equated (approximately) to k versus w for the
separations are usually smaller, at least for a re- isocratic runs. When the initial solute retention in
stricted range in T (e.g., ,508C). gradient elution is large (and therefore 1 /k is small),o

k* 5 1/1.15b (9)
2.4. Equivalence of ‘‘corresponding’’ isocratic and

Returning to Fig. 2, the vertical dashed lines (a,c)gradient separations
correspond to isocratic separations carried out with
w 50.6 and 0.8, for prediction of separation for‘‘Corresponding’’ isocratic and gradient separa-
w 50.7 (dotted line b). The horizontal dashed linestions are those that are carried out with the same
(d,f) of Fig. 2 correspond to gradient separationssample and other conditions (e.g., acetonitrile-water),
carried out with log k*50.4 and 1.2, where one ofsuch that average values of the retention factors k
the variables on the right-hand-side of Eq. (8a)(isocratic) and k* (gradient) are equal for an adjacent
(usually gradient time t ) is changed, so as to changepair of bands of interest [11]. For ‘‘corresponding’’ G

k*. The horizontal dotted line (e) then corresponds toseparations, similar ‘‘random’’ errors dw should
a separation to be predicted on the basis of runs dresult for either isocratic or gradient elution. In one
and f. From Fig. 2 we see that sample retention instudy (pp. 168–170 of Ref. [11]), retention repro-
isocratic elution (k) is varied by changing w, whileducibility was the same for a given sample in
sample retention in gradient elution (k*) can be‘‘corresponding’’ isocratic and gradient separations
changed by varying column size, flow-rate, or (more(acetonitrile /water mobile phases): dw 5 0.002 units
often) t (Eqs. (8,9)).(1 SD) over a 3-month period with the same column G

for both isocratic and gradient separations. If the
column plate number N is also similar for the two
separations (generally the case), the resolution of two 3. Experimental
adjacent bands in such corresponding separations
will be approximately equal. Gradient retention k* The present study, involving several samples, has
can be related to experimental conditions via the LSS made use of both new and previously reported
model [11] experimental data.

Alkylphthalate sample. Ref. [13] reports isocratic
k* 5 1/(1.15 b 1 [1 /k ]) (8)o and gradient retention data for five o-dialkyl phtha-

lates: C , dimethyl; C , diethyl; C , diallyl; C ,1 2 3 4where k is the value of k at the start of the gradient,o
di-n-butyl; C , di-n-pentyl, separated with acetoni-5and b is a gradient steepness parameter given by
trile–water mobile phases for a wide range of
conditions. For isocratic separations, conditionsb 5V Dw S /(t F ) (8a)m G
were: 2530.46 cm C column, 10,%B,90, 2.018

ml /min and 358C. For gradient separations, con-Here, V is the column dead-volume and F is them

ditions were 25 and 5030.46 cm C columns,flow-rate. The gradient retention parameter k* is 18

10–100% B gradients, 2.5,t ,320 min, 0.2,F ,4equal to the instantaneous value of k when the solute G

ml /min, and 358C. Fig. 2 shows plots of log k versusband in gradient elution has migrated halfway
w for this sample at 358C. Fig. 4a shows a typicalthrough the column. A quantity w* also can be
separation of this sample (computer simulation).defined, corresponding to the instantaneous value of
Isocratic values of k reported in [13] are based onw for k 5 k* (i.e., solute at the column midpoint).
k 5 (t 2 t ) /t , rather than the usual k 5 (t 2 t ) /Values of k versus w and k* versus w* (for ‘‘corre- R sec sec R o
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t . We have recalculated these data by means of the small-molecule solute. Values of t /t decrease aso sec o

latter (more conventional) equation, using values of solute molecular mass increases, and t 5 t for asec o

t and t versus w reported in [13]. The quantity t very small molecule.sec o sec

refers to the ‘‘equivalent’’ dead-time of a retained Shape-selective sample (LCS). From a nine-com-
solute, as opposed to the dead-time for an unretained, pound mixture used earlier [1] to evaluate molecular-

Fig. 4. Representative chromatograms for four samples from the present study. Conditions: 20-min gradients; other conditions as in Section
3 except where noted otherwise; all peaks numbered in order of their listing in the Section 3. (a) Alkyl phthalate sample; (b) shape-selective
sample, 458C; (c) hydrophilic drug sample; (d) mixture of substituted benzoic acids and anilines, 798C. Computer simulations based on
gradient input data. Arrows in each chromatogram indicate arrival of gradient at column outlet.
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shape selectivity, a five-compound sub-set was se- of ddw reported here for each of the above samples,
lected that contained trypticene, triphenylene, tetra- e.g., as in Table 5, are often averages of several
phenylmethane, 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene, and 1,6- different conditions for input and predicted sepa-
diphenylhexatriene. Fig. 4b shows a typical sepa- rations, as a means of reducing the scatter of final
ration of this sample (computer simulation). Equip- values of ddw and simplifying their interpretation.
ment, materials, procedures and conditions are as Individual retention times are not reported here but
described for Laboratory E of [1]; a 2530.46 cm can be obtained from one of the authors (L.R.S.).
Hypersil Green PAH clumn (Shandon) was used, and
50–100% acetonitrile-gradients were carried out with
a flow-rate of 2.0 ml /min. Temperature was varied
in 58C increments between 15 and 658C, and gra- 4. Results and discussion
dient time was varied from 20 to 120 min. The dwell
volume was 1.9 ml. In this section, we will address the following

Hydrophilic drug sample (PH, TB and RK). This questions:
is an eight-component mixture of compounds that are (1) How does separation error differ for predic-
weakly retained in reversed-phase HPLC at low pH: tions of (a) isocratic retention from isocratic input
nitromethane, sulfanilamide, p-phenetidine, acet- data, (b) gradient retention from gradient data, and
aminophen, aminophenazone, codeine, caffeine, tri- (c) isocratic retention from gradient data.
pelennamine. Fig. 4c shows a typical separation of (2) How can conditions for the input runs be
this sample (computer simulation). The HPLC sys- selected so as to yield acceptable predictive errors
tem was an LC Model 1 (Waters Associates, Mil- for complex (ddw # 0.001) and other (ddw # 0.002)
ford, MA, USA) with a dwell volume of 4.3 ml. samples? Similarly, what limits on T, t or %BG

Conditions were as follows: 1530.46-cm Inertsil C should be placed on predicted separations?18

column (GL Sciences); A-solvent, 25 mM KH PO (3) Are predictive errors a function of the sample?2 4

adjusted with H PO (pH 2.75 at 218C); B solvent, Can we anticipate samples for which predictive3 4

acetonitrile; 358C, 2 ml /min; 10 ml injection con- errors will be larger?
taining 2 mM each solute. Gradients were 3–23% B (4) If it is known or suspected that predictive
in 20 and 80 min, and isocratic separations were errors will be unacceptable, how can we minimize or
carried out for 3, 6, 9 and 12%B. (better) correct such errors?

Benzoic acid plus aniline derivatives (RGW). A We first examine errors for predictions of retention
previous study [1] examined the separation of mix- as a function of gradient time t or isocratic mobileG

tures of (a) eight benzoic acid and (b) nine aniline phase composition %B (%B5100w); i.e., errors that
derivatives as a function of T and t . This study was arise from a failure of Eq. (1). Next, we considerG

repeated here for similar conditions and compared errors for predictions of retention as a function of
with these previous results. A 14-component sample temperature T (i.e., failures of Eq. (4)), followed by
composed of substituted benzoic acids 1–8 plus errors for predictions of retention as a function of
anilines 12–17 (see later Table 6 for solute num- simultaneous change in T and t . Finally, we look atG

bering) was separated using the following condi- means for minimizing or correcting these predictive
tions, which result in partial ionization of the various errors.
sample components: column, 1530.46 cm Zorbax
SB C (Hewlett-Packard); 5–65% B gradients; A18

solvent is phosphate buffer, pH 2.6; B solvent is 4.1. Errors in predicted retention when varying
acetonitrile; gradient times of 13, 26 and 39 min; isocratic %B (alkylphthalate sample)
temperatures of 35, 55 and 758C; 1.5 ml /min. The
dwell volume was 2.4 ml. Fig. 4d shows a typical Consider first the prediction of isocratic retention
separation of this sample (computer simulation). (e.g., for w 50.7), using two experimental isocratic

Calculations. Computer simulations for prediction runs (e.g., w 50.6, 0.8) as inputs for computer
of retention were carried out with DryLab for simulation; note the similar example of Fig. 3 for
Windows, Version 2.0 (LC Resources). Final values errors that result from a failure of Eq. (1).
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Predictions from smoothed data. Values of k not be in error for this case. However, because Eq.
versus w for the alkylphthalate sample can be (5) is not an exact relationship for any experimental

2described by Eq. (5) (r . 0.979 for each solute), as system, actual (unsmoothed) values of ddw are not
summarized in Table 2. For solute C , which we will expected to equal zero, as will be seen.2

use as example, retention is given as log k 5 Fig. 5 (curve a) summarizes values of dw versus w

2 24.959 1 0.4498 ET(30), which with Eq. (7) for the case of input w values of 0.45 and 0.55. As
becomes expected (see Fig. 3), dw 50 for the latter (input)

values of w. For interpolated predictions (0.45 , w ,
2log k 5 3.4234 2 8.1413 w 1 4.6329w (10) 0.55), the maximum error dw 5 0.003, and the

average interpolated error will be approximately half
Values of k as a function of w for C from Eq. (10) this value (0.0015). Errors (absolute values of dw)2

will be used initially in place of raw (‘‘un- are larger for even modest extrapolation; e.g., dw 5

smoothed’’) data, for a preliminary examination of 2 0.010 for w 50.40 or 0.50. Fig. 5 (curve b) shows
retention errors dw that result solely from the use of a corresponding plot for (more widely spaced) input
Eq. (1) in computer simulation. This approach has values of w 5 0.40 and 0.60. Compared with the
certain advantages. First, the smoothed data from Eq. example of curve a, errors are larger for both
(10) are not complicated by random experimental interpolation (maximum dw 5 0.013 for w 5 0.50)
error, thus simplifying the interpretation of errors and extrapolation (dw 5 2 0.017 for w 5 0.35 and
due to a failure of Eq. (1). Second, values of k can 0.55). A practical conclusion from Fig. 5 is that both
be predicted for any value of w in the range 0.2 , interpolation and extrapolation errors dw increase, as
w , 0.8. Finally, because Eq. (5) is a good approxi- the difference in w for the two input runs increases.
mation for a wide range of solutes with acetonitrile Conversely, an increase in the difference in input-w
as B solvent, any conclusions resulting from the use values allows predictions of k for a wider range in w.
of Eq. (10) for solute C should be widely applicable Thus, the choice of preferred values of w for the2

(errors for methanol as B solvent are expected to be input runs represents a necessary compromise be-
similar in nature, only smaller). When k versus w for tween greater predictive accuracy versus a reduced
two solutes in the same sample is described exactly range of w values for which acceptable predictions
by Eq. (5), it can be shown (Appendix B) that of k (e.g., dw , 0.005) are possible. The desired
ddw 5 0. That is, if the data exactly fit Eq. (5), and range in w is related to the practical requirement for
Eq. (1) is used to predict retention, errors dw will be 0.5,k,20 in the final separation (p. 34 of Ref. [9]).
the same for each solute and therefore cancel-be- When values of input w other than those of Fig. 5
cause of similar curvature of log k versus w plots for were chosen, but difference in the two input values
different solutes over a common range in w. As a of w was the same (e.g., equal 0.1 in Fig. 5, curve a),
result, predictions of resolution based on Eq. (1) will identical errors in k (d log k) were obtained for

Table 2
Correlation of data for phthalate sample in terms of Eq. (5): log k 5 a 1 bE (30); conditions: 2530.46 cm C column, acetonitrile–waterT 18

mobile phases (0.1,w,0.9), 2.0 ml /min, 358C (data taken from [13]
a bSolute Correlation results Range in w

2 c da b r SD n

C 220.473 0.3639 0.998 0.04 11 0.10–0.801

C 224.959 0.4498 0.991 0.07 10 0.20–0.802

C 229.825 0.5389 0.986 0.09 7 0.25–0.803

C 236.892 0.6768 0.985 0.07 8 0.40–0.804

C 246.328 0.8514 0.979 0.07 7 0.50–0.805

a Best fit of k versus w data to Eq. (2) (least squares).
b Range of experimental w values used in correlation versus Eq. (5).
c Standard deviation of fit of log k values.
d Number of data points.
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Fig. 5. Error dw in predicted retention as a function of w for solute C ; assumes true retention given by Eq. (5) with values of a and b from2

Table 2 (smoothed retention data). (a) input values of w 50.45 and 0.55; (b) input values of w 50.4 and 0.6.

similar interpolation or extrapolation; e.g., for input ddw, because it is the absolute error in ddw or Rs

values of w 50.2 and 0.3, w 50.25 for interpolation, which is of interest. As expected, the general shape
w 50.15 or 0.35 for extrapolation. of this plot is similar to that of Fig. 6a; i.e., errors

Values of log k corresponding to the w values of ddw track errors dw, but are smaller (because of
Fig. 5 are indicated at the top of this figure, as a partial cancellation in errors dw for adjacent bands).
reminder that plots of dw versus w can also be The greater scatter of data points for w .0.7 in Fig. 6
presented as plots of dw versus log k (cf. Eq. (1)). may be due to experimental uncertainty in the
This is relevant to the discussion in a following smaller values of k (0.2,k,6) for these data.
section of errors dw for predictions of retention in As seen in Fig. 5 (curve b versus curve a), the
gradient elution. maximum interpolative error dw increases as the

Predictions from unsmoothed data. Predictions of input-values of w become more different, corre-
retention based on Eq. (1) were next carried out for sponding to increasingly different values of k for the
the five solutes of the alkylphthalate sample, using two input runs (k and k ). This should also be1 2

unsmoothed (‘‘raw’’) data. Input conditions were apparent from the example of Fig. 3. It is useful to
initially selected for w 5 0.6 and 0.7, comparable to plot maximum interpolated values of uddw u; (i.e., for
the conditions for Fig. 5 (curve a) in that the median w halfway between input w-values w and w ) versus1 2

value of k for the entire sample ¯5 for an inter- the ratio k /k for the input runs (see Fig. 7, circles;1 2

mediate w 5 0.65. Fig. 6a shows the resulting plot of alkylphthalate sample). In the following discussion,
average values of dw versus w, with the corre- we will emphasize interpolated values of uddw u;
sponding plot of Fig. 5 (curve a, shifted by 0.15 values of this quantity reported here are in most
w-units) superimposed onto these data. The curves cases maximum values (corresponding to the half-
describing the data of Fig. 5 (curve a) and 6a should way point between input conditions) for the case of
be roughly similar, which appears to be the case. Fig. gradient predictions from gradient input runs, or
6b shows a corresponding plot of uddw u versus w ; isocratic predictions from isocratic input runs. For
here, and later, we plot values of uddw u, rather than predictions of isocratic retention from gradient input
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analytes [30], this suggests input conditions differing
by 15% B (rather than 10% in the present case). Fig.
6b suggests that extrapolation outside this interpola-
tive range by 65% B will not greatly reduce
predictive accuracy; i.e., acceptable predictions over
a range of 25% B for most small-molecule samples.

4.2. Errors in predicted retention when using
gradient runs as input

Errors in predicting gradient elution retention as
t is varied. Because of the interrelationship ofG

gradient and isocratic separation [11], a similar
behavior as in Fig. 5 (curve a) can be expected for
predictions of gradient retention by computer simula-
tion. For gradient elution, log k* can replace w in
plots as in Fig. 6b (uddw u versus w or log k). Also, if
only t is varied during computer simulation, aG

change in t is equivalent to a change in k* (Eq.G

(5)). Thus plots of ddw versus t or log k* can beG

considered similar to plots of these errors versus w

as in Fig. 6b (note equivalence of w and log k in Fig.
5 or Eq. (1) for a given solute). Similarly, the ratio of
input values of t (t /t ) is equal to the ratioG G1 G2

* *k /k 5 k /k for isocratic separation (as in Fig. 7),1 2 1 2

as long as k in Eq. (8) is large, and therefore Eq. (9)o

applies. (A later section examines the case of early-
eluting compounds where k ,50, and Eq. (9) is noo

longer reliable.)
Errors uddw u for the prediction of gradient re-

tention from two gradient input runs are summarized
Fig. 6. Average errors in predicted retention (a, dw) or resolution in Fig. 8 (alkylphthalate sample), for input conditions
(b, uddw u) as a function of w for all five components of alkylphtha-

of t 5 20 and 80 min, F52 ml /min, and columnGlate sample (actual experimental data). Assumes input values of
length L525 cm (k*52.9 and 11.5, respectively).w 50.6 and 0.7; other conditions as in Fig. 2. See text for further

discussion. Predictions were carried out for several conditions
other than those of the input runs: (a) only gradient

runs, interpolated values of uddw u are usually average time varying, 5#t #320 min (circles); (b) onlyG

values (equal to about one-half of the maximum flow-rate varying, 0.2#F #4 ml /min (squares); (c)
value; see Fig. 6b). In the following discussion, we flow-rate varying and column length different, L550
define maximum interpolated errors as ddw(m) and cm (triangles). As expected, it is the value of k* (or
average interpolated errors as ddw(a), and assume w*) that determines predictive error ddw as in the
ddw(a) ¯ 0.5ddw(m). case of Fig. 6b for isocratic separation, regardless of

Fig. 7 (circles) suggests that for a maximum error whether t , F or L is varied. That is, all of the dataG

ddw(m) # 0.002 (or ddw[a] # 0.001), the ratio k /k of Fig. 8 fall on a common curve whose shape1 2

should be #4, corresponding to a maximum rec- resembles that of Fig. 6b. This again reflects the
ommended difference in input-w values of about similarity of isocratic and gradient elution with
10% B for this sample (note that S¯6 for this respect to the origin of these predictive errors ddw.
sample). Since S¯4 for most small (M ,500 Da) As in the case of isocratic predictions fromr
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Fig. 7. Maximum interpolative error ddw(m) for the prediction of isocratic retention from isocratic input runs, as a function of the ratio of k
values for the two input runs (k and k ). (squares, . . . ..), hydrophilic drug sample; (circles, —), alkylphthalate sample; (----), curve from1 2

Fig. 9 for predictions of gradient retention from gradient input data. See text for further discussion.

isocratic data, the maximum interpolative error ddw involve two very different samples and conditions,
for gradient predictions from gradient data increases, provide values of ddw(m) as a function of t /tG2 G1

* *as the ratio k /k for the two input runs increases; which fall close to a common curve. Data are1 2

this is shown in Fig. 9. A study of predictive errors reported in later sections for two other samples
was carried out for the shape-selective sample (benzoic acids1anilines, nitroaromatics), where for

* *(squares), and these results are compared in Fig. 9 k /k 5 4, ddw(m) 5 0.001 (i.e., close to the curve2 1

with corresponding errors for the alkylphthalate of Fig. 7) for each sample. Data for these four
sample (circles). The two studies of Fig. 9, which different samples therefore suggest that the relation-

ship of Fig. 9 is fairly general when acetonitrile is
used as B solvent, a conclusion which is supported
by the similar curvature of log k versus w plots when
using this solvent (i.e., approximate applicability of
Eq. (5)). Smaller values of ddw are expected for
methanol as B solvent, because of the closer fit of
retention data to Eq. (1).

The maximum allowable value of ddw(m) 5 0.002
(corresponding to ddw[a] 5 0.001) is indicated by
the dotted line in Fig. 9, suggesting that t /t 5G2 G1

* *k /k # 15 should provide generally acceptable1 2

errors ddw in computer predictions of resolution for
* *complex samples. This maximum value of k /k is1 2

Fig. 8. Plot of error uddw u versus log k* for alkylphthalate sample. much greater than the value k /k # 4 found in Fig.1 2
Input t values are 20 and 80 min. (k*53.2 and 12.8); (circles)G 7 for corrresponding predictions of isocratic retention
only t varies; (squares) only flow-rate varies (triangles) onlyG from isocratic input runs and reflects an apparentcolumn length varies; other conditions as in Fig. 2. See text for

greater reliability of gradient versus isocratic predic-details. Note that extrapolated values are included, for which the
terms ddw(a) or ddw(m) do not apply. tions of retention. The curve of Fig. 9 is replotted in
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Fig. 9. Plot of maximum interpolative error ddw(m) as a function of the ratio of k* or t values for the two input runs used for computerG

simulation (values of t for each prediction are the geometric mean of the input values t and t ). (s) Data for phthalate sample,G G1 G2

T5358C, other conditions as in Fig. 2; (h) data for shape-selective sample, T5258C, other conditions as in Section 3.

Fig. 7 as the lower curve (----), showing that values from two gradient input runs. Data for the
of ddw for gradient predictions are smaller versus alkylphthalate sample were used to evaluate errors
isocratic predictions (o, ), especially for larger ddw that result when gradient data are used to

]]]
values of k /k . A similar result will be shown predict isocratic retention. Fig. 10 shows results for1 2

(below) for other samples, suggesting that gradient two band-pairs from the alkylphthalate sample: C /1

predictions (from gradient data) are generally more C (closed circles) and C /C (closed squares). Data2 4 5

accurate than are isocratic predictions from isocratic for gradient predictions (only t varying, from Fig.G

data. Returning to Fig. 2, the latter observation 8) are also superimposed on these plots (o, lower
suggests that the curvature of these plots for different curve). The input runs had t 520 and 80 min for allG

compounds in the samples of this study is more predictions, as in Fig. 8, and these input conditions
similar over a common range in k* (or k) values than
over a common range in w.

It might be expected that the error ddw for
interpolated predictions of gradient retention time

* *would approach zero as k /k approaches one. As1 2

seen in Fig. 9, however, this is not the case. Rather,
the limiting value of ddw(m) is about 0.0005, which
probably corresponds to contributions from random
experimental error (‘‘random variations in separa-
tion’’, Table 1). This value can be compared with the
long-term repeatability of both isocratic and gradient
separations in the study of [13]: dw 5 0.002. As
expected, ddw , dw (cf. results of Fig. 6a versus b).

Errors in predicting isocratic retention when using
gradient runs as input (alkyl-phthalate sample).
Values of k* versus w* can be predicted from the

Fig. 10. Errors in predicted isocratic retention uddw u fortwo gradient input runs. The present LSS model for
alkylphthalate sample based on gradient input runs (t 520 and 80Gcomputer simulation assumes that isocratic values k min, k*54.2 and 13.6). Closed circles and squares, isocratic data;

and w can be substituted for values of k* and w*, open circles, gradient data from Fig. 9a. For conditions, see
thereby allowing the prediction of isocratic retention Section 3. See also text for details. Other conditions as in Table 4.
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correspond to k*53.2 and 12.8 (vertical lines in Fig. of k ) can result in either larger or smaller predictiveo

10 marked ‘‘interpolation’’). errors ddw. Fig. 4 shows representative chromato-
It is seen in Fig. 10 that predictive errors ddw are grams for the four samples used in the present study.

considerably larger for isocratic versus gradient The chromatograms for the alkylphthalate (Fig. 4a),
predictions from gradient input runs. In the case of shape-selective (Fig. 4b), and aniline /benzoic acid
the C /C data, values of ddw are greater by an (Fig. 4d) samples do not involve early-eluting bands,1 2

order of magnitude (versus predictions of gradient whereas this is the case for the hydrophilic drug
retention in Fig. 8), whereas for the C /C data sample of Fig. 4c. The arrows in Fig. 4 indicate the4 5

average interpolative errors ddw(a) are closer to the arrival of the gradient at the column outlet at some
allowed limit of ddw(a) # 0.001 (but still too large time after sample injection (time zero). This gradient
by a factor of about two). delay is the result of the hold-up volume of the

Table 3 summarizes a number of examples for the equipment plus column (V 1V ).D m

alkylphthalate sample of average interpolative errors Gradient pre-elution. During the time before the
ddw(a) that result when gradient input data are used arrival of the gradient at the column inlet, the sample
for isocratic predictions. These values are themselves is eluted isocratically by the starting mobile phase
averages from predictions for different pairs of input (‘‘pre-elution’’). For the alkyl phthalate (Fig. 4a) and
runs (varying in t ), and thus summarize a large shape-selective (Fig. 4b) samples, the first peaks inG

number of experiments. While Table 3 confirms the the chromatogram appear at a time considerably later
greater error of isocratic predictions for the C /C than the arrows, implying large values of k for all1 2 o

band-pair, it is seen that the average errors for the peaks. As a result, all compounds in the sample are
three remaining band-pairs (C /C , C /C , C /C ) held at the column inlet during pre-elution, with no2 3 3 4 4 5

are always much in excess of ddw(a) 5 0.001, re- resulting effect on their separation (other than an
gardless of the ratio of t (or k*) for the two input approximately equal increase in retention time forG

runs. These observations imply some other contribu- each band), and no special contribution to predictive
tion to ddw than a failure of Eq. (1); i.e., for a failure errors ddw. For the hydrophilic drug sample (Fig.

* *of Eq. (1), errors ddw should increase as k /k 4c), peak 1 elutes before the gradient arrives at the1 2

increases. Possible contributions include errors in column inlet, and peak 2 elutes before the gradient
measured values of t and V , equipment imperfec- reaches the end of the column. As a result, botho D

tions, etc., although such errors are believed to be peaks elute under isocratic conditions. Computer
small in the study of [12,13]. simulation (based on two gradient runs where t isG

varied) normally allows a determination of values of
4.3. Predictive errors for early-eluting bands k and S (Eq. (1)) for each sample band [11],w

(hydrophilic drug sample) thereby permitting the prediction of sample retention
for both isocratic and gradient conditions. However,

Bands that elute early in the gradient (small values this is not possible when early peaks elute isocrati-

Table 3
aComputer simulation for the phthalate sample where isocratic retention is predicted from gradient input runs: %B and t variedG

bt /t ddw (interpolation) Average ddwG2 G1

C /C C /C C /C C /C1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5

2 0.00960.003 0.00560.003 0.00260.000 0.00560.003 0.004
4 0.01560.011 0.00660.003 0.00960.006 0.00660.003 0.007
8 0.00960.001 0.00860.006 0.00160.000 0.00660.003 0.008
Average 0.011 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.006

a Conditions as in Experimental section. For input gradient runs, values of t varied; other conditions as in Fig. 2. Errors ddw are averagesG

for several interpolated predictions that involve different input runs. Data are grouped by band-pair (e.g. C /C ) and the ratio of input1 2

gradient times (t /t ).G2 G1
b C /C data excluded.1 2
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cally, as in Fig. 4c. As long as the initial mobile cratic retention for band 3 are only possible within a
phase composition w is unchanged, the retention narrow range of k values (corresponding to a narrowo

times of bands such as No.’s 1 and 2 in Fig. 4c will range of %B values). Comparing this range in k*
remain constant as t is varied. Consequently, accur- (3.4 # k* # 4.9) with isocratic values of k for 3–G

ate isocratic predictions for bands 1 and 2 at 12% B (band 3, Table 4), it is seen (values marked
compositions other than w are not possible. by ‘‘a’’) that only the value of k53.4 for 6% Bo

Early-eluting bands and predictions of retention represents an interpolation of these k* values. This
from gradient input runs. Bands 3–8 of Fig. 4c elute situation contrasts with the situation of samples (or
from the column under gradient conditions, but their bands) where k is large. In that case, varying t byo G

values of k are still small (6,k ,37) compared to 4-fold would result in k* values that also vary byo o

the examples of Figs. 4a,b (k .100). As a result, four-fold (Eq. (9)); i.e., a much wider range ofo

Eq. (9) is a poor approximation for estimating the values of k (isocratic) can be predicted accurately
average retention k* of these bands during gradient (interpolation) from gradient input runs when k iso

elution, and Eq. (8) must be used instead. We have large. Returning to the data of Table 4, the range in
seen that maximum predictive accuracy occurs for k* is seen to increase for later peaks (with larger
interpolative predictions, which are in turn defined values of k ); e.g., for input runs of 10 and 40 min,o

by values of k* for the two gradient runs used as peak 8 has k*55.9–16, or a ratio of 16/5.952.7. As
input. So far as predictions for gradient retention are the value of k continues to increase (later elutingo

concerned, there is no practical effect of sample bands), this ratio will eventually approach the value
pre-elution (as long as w remains constant). Thus, if of 4 predicted by Eq. (9), for input t values equal too G

the input runs are based on gradient times of 10 and 10 and 40 min.
40 min, any gradient time within this range corre- Isocratic predictions from isocratic input data.
sponds to an interpolation. In the case of isocratic The isocratic data of Table 4 for early-eluting bands
predictions, however, the situation is quite different. were used to estimate the error ddw in isocratic
This is illustrated in Table 4 for the hydrophilic drug predictions from isocratic data as follows. For input
sample, where calculated values of k* (gradient) are runs of 3 and 9% B, predictions were made for 6%
shown for bands 3–8 and gradient times of 10–80 B; similarly, for input runs of 6 and 12% B,
min (left side) and compared with experimental predictions were made for 9% B (errors equal to
isocratic values of k for 3, 6, 9 and 12% B (right ddw[m]). Additionally, for input runs of 3 and 12%
side). B, predictions were made for 6 and 9% B. Maximum

If input runs of 10 and 40 min are assumed in interpolative errors ddw(m) were then obtained for a
Table 4, values of k* for band 3 equal 3.4 (10 min) change in input %B of 6% (avg. k /k 5 2.9) or 9%1 2

and 4.9 (40 min), respectively, for a ratio of 4.9 / (avg. k /k 5 5.1). The observed errors ddw for k /1 2 1

3.451.4. That is, interpolative predictions of iso- k 5 5.1 (6 and 9% B) are not maximum interpolated2

Table 4
Retention for hydrophilic drug sample as a function of t (gradient) and %B (isocratic); other conditions as in Section 3G

Band Calculated k* (gradient) Experimental k (isocratic)

t 510 min 20 min 40 min 80 min 3% B 6% B 9% B 12% BG

a3 3.4 4.3 4.9 5.3 5.9 3.4 2.2 1.9
a4 4.0 5.3 6.3 7.0 7.9 4.4 2.8 1.9
a5 3.3 4.8 6.2 7.3 9.2 4.0 2.2 1.3
a6 3.5 5.6 7.8 9.8 13.4 5.5 2.8 1.3
b a7 4.4 7.7 12.4 17.8 36.4 13.5 6.4 3.6

c a8 5.9 10.3 16.5 23.5 24.1 13.3 8.1
a Value of k corresponds to interpolated prediction for input runs of t 510 and 40 min.G
b Value of k corresponds to interpolated prediction for input runs of t 520 and 80 min.G
c Value of k corresponds to interpolated prediction for both 10/40 and 20/80 min input runs.
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errors, which would only be the case for a predicted input data, suggesting that the results of Fig. 9 are
run with (intermediate) 7.5% B. The actual values of generally applicable. Extrapolative error for a two
ddw were accordingly adjusted by an estimated fold change in t outside the range of t for the inputG G

factor of 1.5. Resulting values of ddw(m) are plotted runs was ddw(m) 5 0.0017, which is somewhat larger
versus k /k as squares in Fig. 7, and are seen to be than observed for the alkylphthalate sample, but still1 2

larger than for the alkyl phthalate sample (circles in acceptable (since ddw[a] ¯ 0.008).
Fig. 7). Two effects could explain the greater error Isocratic predictions from gradient input data.
of retention predictions for the hydrophilic drug Because very few band-pairs fall within the interpo-
sample. First, experimental values of k for the latter lation limits of Table 4 for the hydrophilic drug
sample are on average smaller than for the alkyl sample (see entries marked by one or more *), the
phthalate sample, and therefore may be less accurate. criterion for inclusion was broadened as follows. The
Second, the hydrophilic drug sample exhibits reason- average value of k 5 k(avg) was determined for each
able retention (k.1) only for relatively low values band-pair, and interpolation was then defined as the
of %B, and the curvature of plots of log k versus %B value of k(avg) falling within the limits defined in
is usually greater at low %B. Whereas a value of Table 4. For example, for 10- and 40-min input runs
k /k , 4 provides acceptable accuracy (ddw[m] # with prediction of retention for bands 6 and 7 and1 2

0.002) for well-retained samples such as the 6% B, the value of k for band 7 (13.5) falls outside
alkylphthalates, the corresponding requirement for the interpolation range of 4.4#k*,12.4. Therefore,
the hydrophilic drug sample is k /k # 2. For well- the value of ddw for this case would be considered as1 2

retained samples, Fig. 7 (circles) suggests a maxi- an extrapolation (original definition). However, by
mum difference in %B for the two input runs of accepting an average value of k for bands 6 and 7
15%; for less-retained samples (Fig. 7, squares), the [0.5(5.5113.5)59.5], and the average range in k*
maximum difference is only about 5%. Allowing for for these two bands: [0.5(3.414.4),k*,0.5(7.81

modest extrapolation of predictions, the recom- 12.4), or (4.0,k*,10.1)], the value of ddw is now
mended predictive ranges are (assumes two input defined as an ‘‘interpolation’’. With the latter con-
runs with %B varying): #25% B for well-retained vention, 11 out of 46 predicted values of ddw(a)
samples; #10% B for samples that elute with w , (based on both 10/40 and 20/80 input runs) became
20% B. The lesser accuracy of predictions for w , ‘‘interpolations’’. The resulting average value for
20% B may reflect steeper plots of log k versus w for interpolation was ddw(a) 5 0.002 (i.e., marginal),
small w, as predicted by Eqs. (5) and (7). while for extrapolation the average value of uddw u 5

Gradient predictions from gradient input data. 0.006 (unacceptable).
Computer simulations of gradient retention were
carried out as follows. For input runs of t 510 andG

40 min, separation was predicted for t 520 and 80 4.4. Summary of predictive error when varyingG

min; for input runs of t 520 and 80 min, separation gradient time or isocratic %BG

was predicted for t 510 and 40 min. In each case,G

the ratio of input t values is 4. The resulting Values of maximum interpolated error ddw(m) areG

average value of ddw(m) was 0.0003 for peaks 1 and summarized in Table 5 for the above three samples
2, while the average value for remaining peaks 3–8 plus two additional samples: ten nitro aromatics and
was ddw(m) 5 0.0009. As expected, the error for the 14 benzoic acid plus aniline derivatives (described in
two pre-eluting peaks (0.0003) is less and probably a following section). In each case, the two input runs

* *corresponds to random experimental error (since t have k /k or k /k 5 4. The errors for gradientR 1 2 1 2

should not vary with t for these peaks). The value predictions from gradient input runs (middle column)G

of ddw(m) 5 0.0009 for the remaining peaks can be are seen to be consistent and small: ddw(m) 5 0.001.
compared to the average value found for the preced- Average errors for such predictions are estimated as
ing two samples for t /t 5 4: ddw(m) 5 0.0008 ddw(a) 5 0.0005. Errors for the prediction of iso-G1 G2

(Fig. 9). Thus, all three samples exhibit a similar cratic retention from isocratic input data show an
error ddw(m) for gradient predictions from gradient average value of ddw(a) 5 0.0015; i.e., three times
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Table 5
Summary of maximum interpolative errors ddw(m) for predicted separations of different samples (change in gradient time or isocratic %B);

* *assumes that input values of k /k or k /k 5 41 2 1 2

Sample uddw u(m)

Isocratic predictions Gradient predictions Isocratic predictions
afrom isocratic data from gradient data from gradient data

bAlkylphthalates 0.002 0.001 0.012
Shape selective – 0.001 –
Hydrophilic drugs 0.004 0.001 0.004
Benzoic acid plus
aniline derivatives – 0.001 –
Nitroaromatics
(Table 7 of [21]) – – 0.004
Average uddw u(m) 0.003 0.001 0.007
Average uddw u(a) 0.0015 0.0005 0.0035

a Assumes ddw(m) 5 2ddw(a).
b Excludes outlier values for C /C band-pair (Table 3).1 2

less accurate than for predictions of gradient re- retention from isocratic input data, the average error
tention. However, only two samples were studied, ddw(a) ¯ 0.0015, which is marginal for complex
one of which (the hydrophilic sample) may be samples. However, complex samples generally re-
atypical because of elution by low-w mobile phase. quire gradient elution for their separation. Predic-
Errors for isocratic retention from gradient data vary tions of isocratic retention from gradient data have
markedly between the alkylphthalate and other two an average error ddw(a) 5 0.0035, corresponding to
samples, but give an average value of ddw(a) 5 an error in resolution of 0.7 units. Errors in predicted
0.003 (excluding C /C alkylphthalate data). resolution of this size are unacceptable for complex1 2

Values of uddw u were also obtained for the samples samples, and are marginal to unacceptable for sim-
of Table 5 with extrapolated predictions, where the pler samples. However, a later section will show that
extrapolation was extended by a factor of two in k or initial predictions that are less reliable can be
k* at both ends of the interpolative range k # k # corrected by carrying out one additional experimen-1

k ; i.e., a predictive range of 0.5k # k # 2k . Fig. 6b tal run.2 1 2

suggests that the average error ddw(a) should not
increase for this modest extrapolation, compared to 4.5. Errors in predicted retention when varying
errors from interpolation only. This conclusion (mod- temperature (gradient elution only)
est extrapolation OK) was confirmed for the other
samples studied, for predictions of isocratic retention Isocratic retention varies with absolute tempera-
from isocratic input data, and for gradient retention ture T asK
from gradient input data. Larger extrapolative errors

log 5 A 1 B /T (2)were sometimes found, however, for isocratic predic- K

tions from gradient input runs.
and gradient retention can be approximated (1) byThe results of Table 5 suggest that computer

simulation accuracy is acceptable for both complex t 5 A9 2 B9T (4)R K
and simpler samples, when gradient retention is
predicted from gradient input runs (ddw[a] 5 0.0005 Modest curvature of plots of t versus T in gradientR K

* *for k /k # 4). Fig. 7 further suggests that input elution (Eq. (4)) was noted in [1], as illustrated in1 2

* *values of k /k as large as 15 will still meet the Fig. 11 for three representative examples. For each1 2

requirement of ddw(a) # 0.001; e.g., input values of compound in Fig. 11, a straight line joins the two
t can be varied by 15-fold, allowing prediction of end points. In most cases, the curvature of data as inG

an even wider (but impractical) range in k* by Fig. 11 has an acceptably small effect on predictive
modest extrapolation. For predictions of isocratic accuracy (average errors in predicted values of a
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Fig. 11. Gradient retention time versus temperature for ‘‘typical’’ compounds. Data from laboratory B of (1); 2530.46 C column, t 52018 G

min, 5–100% B gradients, 2.0 ml /min; sample compounds are danthron (i), 1-nitrooctane (ii) and diflunisal (iii).

equal 0.4–1.1% for six samples of Table 8 of [1]). A 11, but both concave and convex plots were ob-
corresponding average value of ddw(a) 5 0.0008 can served, which can result in much larger errors ddw.
be calculated (Eq. (A.3) of Appendix A) for the latter These more serious deviations from Eq. (4) can
separations, where the difference in T for the input serve as a model for evaluating the potential serious-
runs (DT ) varied from 17 to 408C. ness of errors ddw that can arise from a failure of Eq.

Shape-selective sample. Larger errors in predicted (4), as well as for exploring means to minimize or
retention (as T was varied) were observed in (1) for correct such errors.
the case of certain ‘‘shape-selective’’ compounds Maximum interpolative errors ddw(m) for the
separated with a polymeric C column. Shape-selec- shape selective sample were determined as a function18

tive molecules vary greatly in length-to-width ratio of DT for different pairs of input runs: DT510, 20,
or in three dimensional ‘‘bulkiness’’ (e.g. nonplanar 30, 40, 508C; ddw(m) 5 0.0007, 0.0017, 0.0035,
o-terphenyl versus planar triphenylene). We have 0.0080 and 0.0138, respectively. As expected from
re-examined the separation of some of these com- the examples of Fig. 12, values of ddw increase
pounds (comprising the shape-selective sample) as a rapidly with DT. For DT5208C, the average inter-
function of temperature. Fig. 12 shows representative polative value of ddw(a) ¯ (0.00017/2) 5 0.0008.
plots (gradient t versus T ) obtained in the present Values of DT .208C for this sample lead to un-R

study for three of these compounds. Not only are the acceptable errors ddw(a), but this suggests that DT
deviations from linearity (Eq. (4)) larger than in Fig. can be at least as large as 208C for this sample.
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Fig. 12. Gradient retention time versus temperature for ‘‘shape selective’’ sample from present study. Sample: 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene (i),
tetraphenylmethane (ii) and 1,6-diphenylhexatriene (iii); gradient time of 20 min, other conditions as in Section 3.
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Because the shape-selective sample is intentionally (4) is likely in the case of partly-ionized solute
atypical, DT .208C should be acceptable for most molecules where the relative amounts of X and
samples and conditions, as confirmed by prior exam- Y410%. An example of this is provided by the
ples cited above from [1]. separation of the benzoic acids /anilines sample of

Interconvertable species. A solute X may undergo Section 3. Using input runs with temperatures of 35
an equilibrium change to species Y in the mobile and 758C, predictions of retention were made for
phase: X⇔Y. In general, the temperature dependence 558C. The resulting resolution error (average of
of retention d(log k) /d(1 /T ) will differ for species results for three different gradient times) wasK

X and Y, and the equilibrium constant K for this ddw(m) 5 0.0026, which is larger than the value of
reaction will also be temperature dependent. As a ddw(m) ¯ 0.001 suggested by other samples reported
result, when both X and Y are present in the mobile in [1]. However, if data for two of the 14 solutes in
phase in comparable concentrations (e.g., 10–90% X the benzoic acids /anilines sample (3- and 4-chloro-
or Y), a failure of Eqs. (2) and (4) becomes possible. aniline) are excluded, ddwf(m) 5 0.0013 (a reduction
Some examples of this kind have been reported for in average error by half). The pK values of the lattera

the use of cyclodextrin (CD) as a solute-complexing two solutes (3.0 and 3.3, respectively [29]) are
agent in reversed-phase HPLC [26–28], where X reasonably close to the mobile phase pH52.6, which
corresponds to the free solute and Y to its complex suggests partial ionization of the solute as a possible
with CD. contribution to these larger errors ddw (see further

A more common example of solute interconver- discussion below).
sion, with the possibility of failure of Eqs. (2) or (4), A preceding study [1] reported retention as a
arises for acid or base solutes that undergo reversible function of temperature, gradient time and pH for the
protonation [29]. For mobile phase pH values that 14 substituted benzoic acids and anilines in the
result in .90% conversion of the solute to either its present sample, plus three additional anilines. Table
acid or base conjugate, retention will be determined 6 summarizes retention errors dw for predictions at a
by the dominant species, and any failure of Eqs. (2) temperature (518C) which is intermediate between
or (4) should be minor. The situation is different, the two temperatures (32 and 708C) used for the two
however, when the mobile phase pH is close to the input runs. The resulting errors of Table 6, for
pK value of the solute. That is, failure of Eqs. (2) or mobile phases of varying pH, are averages fora

Table 6
Failure of Eq. (4) for prediction of retention t versus temperature T as a function of the relative ionization of the solute; substituted benzoicR

acids and anilines; errors in retention dw calculated from data of [1]; bolded values are for partially ionized solutes (see text)
aSample Mobile Average error dw(m) in predicted retention for 50.98C

phase pH
b c d2.0#pK #2.5 3.0#pK #3.5 3.5#pK #4.5a a a

Substituted anilines 2.6 20.0018 20.0038 20.0005
3.6 20.0012 20.0023 20.0016
4.6 20.0015 20.0013 20.0045
5.6 20.0011 20.0014 20.0010

Substituted benzoic acids 2.6 20.0017 20.0016 20.0021
3.2 20.0012 20.0016 20.0024
3.7 20.0004 20.0009 20.0024
4.3 20.0003 20.0007 20.0020

a Input run temperatures of 32.1 and 69.78C; average results for two different t values; pK values in this mobile phase estimated fromG a

data of [29].
b 2-chloro (No. 15), 3,4-dichloro (No. 16) and 3,5-dichloro (No. 17) anilines; 2-nitrobenzoic acid (No. 2).
c 4-chloro (No. 14) and 3-chloro (No. 13) anilines; phthalic acid (No. 1), 3-cyano (No. 3), 2-fluoro (No. 4), 2-chloro (No. 5) and 3-nitro

(No. 6) benzoic acids.
d 4-methoxy (No. 9), 3-methyl (No. 10), N-ethyl (No. 11) and 3,5-dimethyl (No. 12) anilines; 3-fluoro (No. 7) and 2,6-dimethyl (No. 8)

benzoic acids.
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groups of solutes having similar pK values (and random errors (¯0.0003–0.0005) which would nota

therefore a similar extent of ionization for a mobile add. This suggests that values of 0.001,ddw(a),

phase of given pH). The bolded values in Table 6 0.0014 are probably typical for the above range in T
correspond to errors dw . 0.0015. From the preced- and t .G

ing discussion, we would expect larger errors when For eight different samples, Table 7 summarizes
values of the solute pK and mobile phase pH are average errors uddw u for predictions where both ta G

similar, and this is observed in almost every case. and T differ from the input values (based on four
The one exception is for the less acidic benzoic acids input runs where T and t are varied, as in [2,3]).G

(pK .3.5), where dw . 0.0015 for all mobile phase With the exception of separation No. 4, the averagea

pH values. Errors are also seen to be generally larger value of uddw u for all remaining predictions was
for the anilines than for the benzoic acids, which 0.0006; i.e., better than the expected value of
may reflect differences in the dependence of pK on uddw(a) ¯ 0.0010–0014. Separation No. 4 featuresa

temperature for basic versus acidic solutes. both a very short gradient time (5.5 min), as well as
extrapolation outside the input run conditions (t 57,G

21 min), both of which conditions favor increased
4.6. Errors in predicted retention when error ddw. These results suggest that computer
simultaneously varying gradient time and simulation involving interpolation or modest extrapo-
temperature lation for the simultaneous variation of T and t andG

the prediction of gradient retention should give
Several reported studies have used four runs with generally acceptable results.

temperature T and gradient time t varying in orderG

to optimize separation as a function of both t and T.G

For typical samples and representative changes in T 4.7. Improving the accuracy of retention
(e.g. DT5408C) and t (e.g. four-fold change) for predictionsG

the input runs, contributions ddw(a) are estimated
above as ¯0.001 for a change in either T or t . If The preceding analysis of computer simulationG

these contributions contribute independently, then we errors suggests that these errors may in some cases
1 / 2can estimate ddw(a) ¯ 2 ? 0.0001 ¯ 0.0014 for a lead to unacceptable predictions of retention and

simultaneous change in each variable – as in the resolution, for the case of both complex and other
simultaneous optimization of T and t (cf. Fig. 1). samples. Excessive predictive errors can be antici-G

However, other evidence points to these separate pated on the basis of guidelines developed so far and
values of ddw(a)¯0.001 as arising partly from summarized in Tables 5 and 8. The question then is:

Table 7
Summary of average error ddw(a) for interpolated predictions of retention where temperature and/or gradient time differ from the input-run
conditions; summary of data from indicated references (‘‘Ref.’’)

Sample n Ref. Input conditions Predicted conditions ddw(a)

t (min) T (8C) t (min) T (8C)G G

(1) Herbicide impurities 9 [1] 10, 30 39.9, 57.3 20 48.4 0.0004
(2) Pharmaceuticals 9 [1] 30, 90 35, 75 60 55 0.0020
(3) Corticosteroids 9 [2] 20, 60 30, 60 52.5 30 0.0006
(4) Algal pigments 11 [3] 7, 21 40, 50 5.5 39 0.0100
(5) Synthetic organics 11 [2] 30, 60 30, 70 45 45 0.0008
(6) Herbicides 13 [2] 40, 120 30, 40 90 34 0.0001
(7) Herbicides, pH 2.7 19 [17] 40, 120 20, 35 80 25 0.0005
(8) Herbicides, pH 3.5 19 [17] 40, 120 20, 40 80 30 0.0002
(9) Algal pigments 29 [2] 17, 51 50, 60 54 55 0.0003
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Table 8
Summary of rules to ensure reliable computer simulation

Type of prediction Comment

Gradient retention from Errors generally small (ddw[a] # 0.001) for interpolation, when t or k* valuesG

gradient input data for input runs differ by no more than 15-fold (Fig. 9); modest extrapolation of
(T constant) t (by no more than a factor of 2) is also allowed (Fig. 8); predictions forG

changing flow-rate or column length must take into account the resulting
change in k* (Eqs. (8)–(10)), so that predicted values of k* fall within the range
of interpolation or modest extrapolation (Fig. 8)

Isocratic retention from Errors generally larger than for gradient predictions from gradient data; for
isocratic input data interpolation and ddw[a] ,0.001, k for input runs should vary by no more
(T constant) than four-fold (Fig. 7); extrapolation can be carried out for an additional factor of

2 in k (Fig. 6b); for typical samples, this corresponds to input runs differing by
15 %B (e.g., 40 and 55 %B), with extrapolative predictions possible for 5% B
lower and higher (e.g., 35 to 60% B)

Isocratic retention from Errors generally larger than for isocratic predictions from isocratic data;
gradient input data average errors ddw(a) , 0.003 may be difficult to achieve; extrapolation from
(T constant) input data may be risky

Gradient retention as a Errors generally small (ddw[a] # 0.001) for interpolation, and modest
function of temperature extrapolation is usually reliable; temperature of input runs can vary by 408C
(t constant) and possibly more (Table 7)G

Isocratic retention as a Not investigated, but assume similar guidelines as for prediction of gradient
function of temperature retention as a function of temperature
(%B constant)

Gradient retention as a For most samples, combined errors appear acceptable for a reasonable range in
function of both T T (e.g., 408C) and t (4-fold) (Table 7)G

and tG

Exceptions to above rules; effect of sample type

Sample type Comment

Weakly retained (hydrophilic) Similar interpolative errors for gradient predictions from gradient data;
sample (mobile phases somewhat larger (but still acceptable) extrapolative errors
of 0–30% B)

Isocratic predictions less reliable, and range of %B for accurate
predictions is reduced; if predictions for a range in %B.10% is
desired, three input runs varying in %B should be used
(e.g. 5, 15 and 25% B)

Samples whose molecules See text for examples; these compounds show an unusual dependence
have quite different shapes of retention versus temperature T; if two input runs differing in T are used,

predictions of retention versus T should be limited to a range in T of no
more than 208C; the use of three or more input runs varying in T
allows reliable predictions for a wider range in T (e.g. 408C or more)

Samples whose molecules can The major example is partly ionized solutes (acids or bases, where
interconvert to two or more mobile phase pH is within 60.5 units of the pK value); predictions ofa

distinct species retention versus T are less reliable, especially for basic samples; if two runs
differing in T are used for input, the range in T should be no greater
than 208C; the use of three or more input runs varying in T allows
reliable predictions for a wider range in T (see Table 6)

Complex samples Samples with n.20 usually require errors ddw(a) # 0.001; accurate
predictions of gradient retention from gradient input runs are usually
possible for a range in t #4 and of T #408C (see Table 7)G
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can these errors be reduced to acceptable levels by ment. However, samples composed of molecules that
appropriate steps? Two possible responses to this are (a) of quite different shape or (b) partially ionized
question are discussed next. under the conditions of separation can exhibit an

Use of additional input runs. Four input runs are anomalous dependence of retention on temperature.
required for the prediction of retention as a function For these situations, the use of three different
of T and t . The preceding discussion suggests that temperatures for the input runs (six input runs total)G

additional runs will not usually be required to meet may be required for acceptable predictive accuracy
the accuracy requirement of ddw(a) # 0.001 for when the range in T .208C. We have found that a
complex samples and predictions of gradient re- cubic spline fit to values of t versus T providesR

tention. The range of values of T (#408C) and t (at acceptable predictive accuracy, when data for threeG

least ten-fold) that can be explored with only four or more temperatures are available.
runs is adequate for the purposes of method develop- For isocratic predictions from isocratic input data,

Fig. 13. Illustration of the correction of erroneous computer predictions by comparison of experimental and predicted chromatograms
(‘‘reflection procedure’’). Conditions: shape-selective sample, 2530.46 cm C column, 2 ml /min; 50–100% acetonitrile in water gradients;18

other conditions noted in figure. Input conditions: t 520 and 60 min, T540 and 658C. (a) Predicted (favored) separation for indicted t andG G

T; R 52.6; (b) ‘‘experimental’’ separation for conditions of (a); (c) predicted separation (t 542.4 min, T556.88C) that matches that of (b);s G

(d) adjustment of experimental conditions (‘‘reflection’’, t 539.6 min, T553.28C) to obtain desired separation of (a). Arrows indicateG

critical band-pair 3 /4. See text for details.
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the use of an additional run with %B varying should appears that the initial prediction of optimized
prove useful for predictions over a wide range in %B conditions (Fig. 13a) was ‘‘in error’’ by dt 5 1.4G

(.25% B), or for .10% B with less retained min and dT51.88C. An experimental separation
samples that elute with ,30% B. equivalent to the desired separation of Fig. 13a

Correction of inaccurate predictions after the fact. should therefore result by subtracting the latter
Given that any failure of Eqs. (1) and (4) can limit values of d t and d T from the originally predictedG

the accuracy of computer simulation where T and/or optimum conditions of t 541 min and T5558CG

t are varied, is it possible to correct for these errors (Fig. 13a). The ‘‘experimental’’ separation for theseG

ddw by the use of an additional run? For example, if adjusted conditions (t 5 39.6 min and T553.28C) isG

separation is optimized in terms of T and t (based shown in Fig. 13d. This separation agrees closelyG

on four input runs), and it is found that the resulting (R 52.5) with that initially predicted, and the re-s

experimental separation deviates significantly from tention of all peaks in Figs. 13a and d is similar.
the predicted run, can this fifth run be used for an Thus, when an experimental separation does not
improved prediction of optimized conditions (and a agree with one predicted by computer simulation, it
separation that matches the originally predicted should be possible to use the experimental run as a
optimum)? An answer to this question is provided by basis for correcting the prediction and arriving at the
reference to Fig. 3, considering retention errors dw desired result. This effectively adds an additional
for a single compound in the sample. The predicted experiment to method development (5 runs versus 4)
retention for w 50.5 will be in error by the quantity as proposed here, but only for the case where the
dw. However, if the actual mobile phase were initial prediction (as in Fig. 13a) is sufficiently in
changed to w 5 0.5 2 dw, the resulting separation error. The procedure of Fig. 13 compensates for
should be equivalent to that predicted (incorrectly) predictive errors by a ‘‘reflection’’ of the changed
for w 50.5. conditions in Fig. 13c so as to estimate the corrected

The foregoing observation can be translated into a conditions of Fig. 13d. The automatic correction of
strategy for correcting predictive errors, as illustrated predictive errors in this way (by computer) and an
by the following example for the shape-selective analysis of possible limitations of this procedure are
sample. This sample and input conditions (t 520 currently under investigation.G

and 60 min, T540 and 658C) were selected in order
to create significant error in predictions of retention.
In order to obtain accurate (‘‘experimental’’) simula-
tions for comparison with predictions based on the 5. Conclusions
latter input runs (20, 60 min; 40, 658C), input runs
with a narrower range in temperature were used (50 The present study has examined errors that can
and 608C, for which errors in predicted resolution arise during computer simulation (e.g., current
were expected to be ,0.2 R units). DryLab software, version 2.0), when temperature T,s

An initial simulation (based on 40 and 658C gradient time t , and /or isocratic %B is varied. TheG

inputs) resulted in a desired separation for a gradient main source of error is usually a failure of the
time of 41 min and a temperature of 558C; R 52.6 relationships that are assumed to describe retentions

for this predicted separation, shown in Fig. 13a. The as a function of %B, t or T; these or similarG

‘‘experimental’’ separation for these conditions equations are assumed in other computer simulation
(based on 50 and 608C inputs) is shown in Fig. 13b, software [14–16]. Errors in predicting resolution
and it is significantly poorer; R 51.6 for critical have received primary emphasis and can be ex-s

band-pair 4 /5 (arrow). Trial-and-error computer pressed for all three variables (%B, t or T ) in termsG

simulation was next carried out in order to find of equivalent errors in mobile phase composition
conditions that would best match the ‘‘experimental’’ ddw. For complex samples containing 15–20 or more
separation of Fig. 13b for all peaks; Fig. 13c for components, the average error in R should nots

t 542.4 min and 56.88C gives a close fit to the exceed 0.2 units (or ddw # 0.001). For simplerG

‘‘experimental’’ separation of Fig. 13b. From this, it samples, with a smaller number of components, an
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average error in R of as much as 0.4 units (ddw 5 accurate prediction is possible (Table 8). Alternative-s

0.002) may be acceptable. ly, it is possible to improve predictive accuracy by
A number of conclusions can be drawn concerning carrying out an additional separation which is in-

both the prediction and correction of these errors ddw tended to correct for initial errors in computer
(see also the summary of Table 8): simulation (as in Fig. 13).

(1) For the case where gradient separations are The present study was carried out with DryLab for
predicted on the basis of initial (input) gradient runs Windows version 2.0. Conclusions drawn from this
(and T is constant), the average error in resolution R investigation are being incorporated into future ver-s

is in most cases ,0.2 units for all samples (i.e., sions of this software.
acceptable). For gradient predictions where T also
varies, the average error in resolution is also accept-
able for most samples.

(2) Exceptions to No. 1 have been noted for the 6. Symbols
case of samples (a) composed of molecules of quite
different shape (varying markedly in length-to-width See Glossary of terms section in Part I [17].
ratio and/or planar versus three-dimensional mole- Initials J.W.D., L.R.S., R.G.W., P.F., T.B., etc. refer to
cules, and (b) containing partially-ionized acids or the various authors of the present paper.
bases. For such samples, retention as a function of
temperature is less predictable, and predictive errors
can be unacceptably large when a wide range in T

Acknowledgements(DT .208C) is explored. In this case, the use of input
runs for three or more temperatures can increase

The present study, including work described in thepredictive accuracy and/or the range in T for which
previous two papers [17,18], was supported in partpredictions are possible.
by a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)(3) For predictions of isocratic retention from
grant to LC Resources from the National Institutes ofisocratic input runs, acceptable accuracy is possible
Health (US Department of Health and Human Ser-if the range in predicted values of %B is held within
vices). Dr. John Dorsey of Florida State Universitylimits; e.g., input runs of 40 and 55% B allow
provided helpful assistance. Certain commercialpredictions for 35–60% B. The range in %B for
equipment, instruments or materials are identified inreliable predictability can be extended by the use of a
this report. Such identification does not imply recom-third input run; e.g., runs with 35, 50 and 65% B, for
mendation or endorsement by any of the authors orprediction of 30–70% B. For less-retained samples
their affiliates, nor is it implied that such equipmentthat require mobile phases of ,30% B for accept-
or materials are necessarily the best available for theable retention, the predictive range must be reduced;
purpose.e.g., 5–15% B for two input runs, or 5–25% B for

three input runs. As a result, it is advisable to use
three input runs for predictions of separation where
%B,30%. Complex samples with n.20 will be

Appendix A. Acceptable predictive errors ddwpredicted less reliably, but such samples normally
require gradient elution.

From Eq. (1),(4) Isocratic predictions from gradient input runs
(with T constant) are less reliable, and this situation

dw 5 2 [log(k0 /k)] /S (A.1)may not improve much when a greater number (.2)
of input runs used. Acceptable accuracy may be
found for some simple samples, but this cannot be Here, k0 is the predicted (i.e., to some extent in error)
guaranteed. value of k, and k refers to the true value. Thus, if the

(5) Rules have been deduced that will assure original value of w were changed to w 1 dw, the
acceptable predictive accuracy for those cases where predicted value of k would then be obtained ex-
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1 / 2perimentally. Similarly, for the value of w when the dR 5 2.4N (k / [1 1 k])ddw (A.9)s

band leaves the column in gradient retention, the
If we assume an average value of N510 000 anderror in the predicted value of w is
k53, then

dw 5 dt (Dw /t ) (A.2)R G dR ¯ 180ddw (A.10)s

where dt is the error in predicted retention time t ,R R
If an average error of 0.2 in R is acceptable forand Dw is the change in w during the gradient. It can s

complex samples, then the maximum average valuealso be shown that these errors dw in either isocratic
of ddw is 0.001, corresponding to an average valueor gradient elution refer to the same errors dk; i.e.,
of da 5 0.01. These estimates of maximum averagedk(isocratic) 5 dk*( gradient), if dk is the same in
error (ddw[a] # 0.001) include the combined vari-corresponding isocratic and gradient separations
ation of T and t from the change of either of these[11]. G

two variables. The allowable error ddw in computerErrors in Dt for peaks i and j, as a result of errorsR 1 / 2simulation varies inversely with N . Therefore, thein individual values of t , can be expressed asR
extension of computer simulation to higher-ef-ddw 5 (dw) 2 (dw) . Errors in predicted values ofj i
ficiency separations by CEC will require still smallerresolution R as a result of errors in Dt (values ofs R
errors ddw in predictions of sample retention.ddw) can be related to errors in the separation factor

Values of S generally increase with sample molec-a via Eq. (1):
ular mass according to the approximate relationship

d log a 5 Sddw (A.3) [31]

0.44S 5 0.48M (A.11)The relationship between errors ddw and corre- r

sponding errors in resolution dR can be derived ass
which suggests S(10 for a sample molecular massfollows. Resolution is given (p. 27 of Ref. [9]) as
of 1000, with a corresponding maximum error

1 / 2 ddw 5 60.0005 units. Eq. (A.11) has been obtainedR 5 (1 /4)(a 2 1) N (k / [1 1 k]) (A.4)s
from data for peptides, proteins and polystyrene
fractions, eluted by water–acetonitrile gradients.and an error in a (da) can be related to an error ddw

as follows. For small values of a,

d(log a) 5 (1 /2.3) d(a 2 1) 5 (1 /2.3) da (A.5)
Appendix B. Errors ddw for samples whose
retention can be described by Eq. (2)Combining Eqs. (A.3) and (A.5) then gives

It is assumed that k is given as a function ofddw 5 (1 /2.3 S)da (A.6)
ET(30) by

The error in resolution dR is (Eqs. (1)–(4))s
log k 5 a 1 b ET(30) (2)

1 / 2
dR 5 (1 /4)[d(a –1)]N (k / [1 1 k])s

and ET(30) can be expressed as (cf. Eq. (7))
1 / 2

5 (1 /4)daN (k / [1 1 k]) (A.7)
2ET(30) 5 a9 1 b9w 1 c9w (B.1)

so that Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7) give
Therefore,

1 / 2
dR 5 (1 /4)N (k / [1 1 k])(2.3Sddw)s 2log k 5 a 1 ba9 1 bb9w 1 bc9w (B.2)

1 / 2
5 0.58N (k / [1 1 k])Sddw (A.8)

To simplify the following analysis, assume that input
For an average value of S (small molecules, [30]) runs are carried out for w-values of 0 and 1, giving
equal to 4.2, Eq. (A.8) becomes experimental values k , w 50 (run 1) and k , w 511 1 2 2
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